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ABSTRACT

Injury and fatality costs of Army aircraft accidents
have never been determined. During Fiscal Year 69, there
was a total of 546 major and minor noncombat ircraft ac-
cidents involving UH-I type helicopters. This report pre-
sents an economic study of the 160 individuals with major
injuries and 227 fatalities which occurred in 129 of these
accidents. Minor injuries were not considered in this study.

Personnel costs of aircraft accidents were evaluated
using hospitalization and convalescence times and costs, pay
costs, replacement costs, funeral costs, death benefits and
Veterans Administration and Social Security Administration
benefits. These costs were computed using the least expen-
sive method. Human costs, such as tain, suffering, defor-
mity., or the loss of earning power are factors which are
real-costs but which cannot be determined.

The total treatment time for the 160 injured individualswas 19,097 days. When considered on the basis of a 246 daywork year, the total treatment time equaled 77.6 work years.

The average personnel costs of an aircraft accident ranged
from $38,227 for a survivable accident to $408,757 for a non-
survivable accident. The average hardware coct of an aircraft
accident was $220,772. The monetary cost of injuries and fa-
talities can often considerably exceed the sum required to
replace an aircraft.
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Colonel, MSC
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FIT

CRASH INJURY ECONOMICS: INJURY -AND DEATH COSTS
IN ARMY UR-1 ACCIDENTS IN FIJCAL YEAR 1969

INTRODUCTION

Investigati..on reports of all Army aircraft accidents are
sent to t.e United States Army Agency for Aviation Safety
(USAAAVS), where accident ctatistics, including aircraft
costs-, are compiled and studied. Although records of acci-
dent injuries and fatalities are compiled and maintained,
the moqntary costs of passenger and crewmember trauma have
never been completely determined. 1 2 3 ' Human costs are
much more difficult to assess than- are hardware costs. It
is aczn•theiess necessary to determine personiel costs as ac-
biirately as possible, because the dollar is used as a common
denominator between people and objects in the justification
)f costs of improved safety equipment and is the fundamental

tactor in design and management decisions.

This report presents cost estimates based upon a study
of the •deaths and major injuries which occurred in noncombat
accidents of UH-l type Army helicopters during FY 69. The
study included both crewmembers and passengers. All aircraft
involved in accidents have crews, but not all have passengers;
crewmembers have, therefore, the greatest accident risk ex-
posure. Primary crewmembers (aircraft commander and pilot)
benefit from shoulder restraints and more crashworthy seats.
All crewmembers are protected by helmetks and fire protective
clothing unavailable to passengers. The types and severity
of the injuries and therefore the costs of injuries might be
expected to differ between crewmembers and passengers. For
this reason the Results and Discussion section of this report
is divided into parts; Part A is devoted to crewmembers, Part
B to passengers and Part C to a summary.

DEFINITIONS AND BACKGROUND

Certain terms used in this report have significant mean-
ings which may not be apparent to the reader. These defini-
tions provide necessary background information.-' 6

A. Accident Types:

(1) A minor aircraft accident is one which results



in damage to- the aircraft which will require more than 100,
but, less than 500 manhours to repair.

(2) A major aircraft accident is one which results
in destruct-ion of the aircraft, or damage which will require
at least 500 manhou-rs to repair.

B. Cr'ash Survivability:

(1) A- survivable accident is one in which the crash
forces, do not exceed the limits of human tolerance and the
inhabitable area of the aircraft remains intact; i.e., struc-
tural collapse is not sufficient to impinge upon or crush
vital, areas' of persons seated in a normal position.

(2) A partially survivable accident is one in which
the crash forces do not exceed the limits of human tolerance,
but only a portion of the inhabitable area of the aircraft
remains intact. Fatal injuries or occupancy are not criteria
of crash survivability determination. For example, if the
front seat of a tandem seat aircraft is demolished, but the
structure surrounding the rear seat is intact, the accident
is classified as partially survivable even if the rear seat
occupant was fatally injured. The accident would still be
partially survivable even if the rear seat was unoccupied.

(3) A nonsurvivable accident is one in which the im-
pact forces exceed human tolerance and/or all inhabitable
areas collapse or disintegrate at impact to such a degree
that all occupants would sustain crushing injuries of vital
body areas.

C. Injury Classification:

(1) A minor injury is one which results in hospitali-
zation or sick in quarters status for at least one day, but
not more than four days and is not one of the injuries defined
as major.

(2) A major injury is one which results in five or
more days of hospitalization or any of "he following without
regard to hospitalization: unconsciousness due to head trauma;
fracture, open or closed, of any bone other than closed frac-
tures of the phalanges or the nasal bones; traumatic disloca-
tion of any joint (excluding phalanges) or internal derange-
ment of the knee; injury of the internal organs; moderate to
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severe lacerations which cause extensive hemorrhage or which
require extensive surgical repair; -any third degree burn and
Secdnd degree burns involving more than 5% of the body sur-
facel.

NOTE: Aircraft accidents are defined by the damage to
the aircraft,. not by the injuries of the occupants. There
maybe no injuries in a major accident, or there may be deaths
in a minor accident. In this study, however, only one major
injury resulted from a minor accident; a man sustained an arm
fracture which required outpatient treatment.

:MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Data Processing Division of USAAAVS provided a com-
puter printout listing the 546 major and minor UH-l noncom-
bat accidents which occurred during FY 69. The USAAAVS in-
vestigation report for each accident listed was searched for
major or fatal injuri'es of U. S. servicemen. Minor injuries
were not included because, when compared with major injuries
and deaths, they can be expected to accouisc for a much smaller
economic loss. In every case where a major injury or fatality
occurred, the occupants of the aircraft were noted by name,
rank, service number, seat position (aircraft commander (A.C.),
pilot, passenger, etc.], first treatment facility and injury
type. In addition, accident location, estimation of aircrafthardware cost and accident survivability were recorded.

Information concerning major injuries was obtained from

medical summaries and Clinical Record Cover Sheets (DA Form
8-275-3). These were obtained from the facilities recorded
as having initially treated the accident victims. When pa-
tients were transferred to other hospitals, requests for re-
cords were also sent to those hospitals. A determination of
the exact nature of the injury, evacuation route, hospitaliza-
tion time, convalescence time and disposition (duty, retire-
ment, etc.) was established for each patient.

Transit time during medical evacuation was considered to
be inpatient hospitalization time. Hospital costs per inpa-
tient day were made available by The Office of The Surgeon
General of the Army (TSG). Medical evacuation costs were
provided by the Military Airlift Command of the U. S. Air
Force. e

A list of all the injured personnel was sent to the Re-
tirement Branch of the Adjutant General's Office9 and to the

3



Veterans Administration (VA)10 for assistance in identifyjing
those individuals who were retired for medical reasons and
those who had applied for disability benefits. The amounts
of the disability benefits were also requested.

Information regarding the return of aviators to flight
status following disqualifying injuries was furnished by
TSG. 1 1  The names of aviators not returned to flying status
were obtained from the Office of Personnel Operations. 12
Replacement costs of aviators not returned to flying status
were considered to be accident costs. These costs were taken
from USAARL Report Number 71-17. Replacement costs of dis-
abled enlisted men and nonaviator officers were not available.

Pay (base pay and aircrew flight pay only) received by
individuals while absent from duty during periods of hospital-
ization and convalescence was also considered to be an acci-
dent cost. Pay costs were taken from FY 69 pay tables." 3

Finally, for each injured individual a d&ta processing
card was key punched with the following information: USAAAVSaccident number, seat position, accident survivability, in-

jury type, pay grade, Social Security Administration number,
hospitalization time, convalescence time, evacuation cost,
hospital cost, pay received, replacement costs and amount of
retirement pay or VA disability benefits.

The aviator fatalities were studied in a similar manner.
A list of all of the fatalities was sent to: (1) the Army
Finance Center 1 for the amounts of Army Death Benefits;
(2) the VA1 0 for the amount of Death and Indemnity Compensa-
tion (DIC) paid to the next of kin; (3) the Social Security
Administration (SSA)1 5 for the amount of benefits paid to the
next of kin. Funeral costs were taken from Department of the
Army (DA) Pamphlet 638-4.6 Aviator replacement cos~ts were
taken from USAARL Report Numnber 71-17. ' For each aviator a
data processing card was keypunched with the following informa-
tion: USAAAVS accident number, seat position, accident sur-
vivability, medical cause of death, pay grade, Social Security
Administration number, amount of Army Death Benefits, amount
of VA benefits, and replacement cost.

Passenger and enlisted crewmember fatality costs were
taken from DA Circular 385-16.1 These costs are, at best,
approximations based upon Army wide averages. They include
all of the same cost sources considered for aviator fatali-
ties. These figures were used because there are no separate

4
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replacement costs available for passengers and/or pplisted
crewmembers. Data processing cards -ere keypunched with the
same basic information listed for aviators. The only excep-
tion was the use of the single cost figure.

For each accident studied, a data card was punched with
the USAAAVS accident number, accident survivability, aircraft
hardware cost, numbers of crewmembers and passengers aboard
each aircraft, accident morbidity or mortality and the number
of aircraft involved in the accident.

A statistical program was written for computer data anal-
ysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Crewmembers

1. Injury Types and Costs:

During FY 69, there was a total of 546 major and minor
noncombat aircraft accidents involving Army UH-I type heli-
copters; 126 crewmembers sustained major injuries and 160
crewmembers were killed in 121 of these accidents.

A large majority of the accidents occurred outside the
continental United States (OCONL3). Injured personnel were
evacuated to the nearest medical facility for emergency treat-
ment. ff the injuries necessitated further treatment, patients
were transported to larger hospitals in Japack or Europe, or
directly to a CONUS Class II hospital, such as Walter Reed,
or to a Class I hospital, such as Fort Devens Army Hospital.
Following hospital treatment, patients were sent on convales-
cent leave, returned to full or limited duty, or retired for
medical disability.

Table I shows the major injury types in relation to crew
duty positions. For the purposes of this study, when two or
more major injuries were sustained by one individual, the most
significant injury was considered to be the one which required
the longest treatment time. Back injuries were the most com-
mon injury type for each crew position. The majority of the
injuries were lumbar vertebral compression fractures.

5
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The risk of a particular type of injury is very difficult
to define due to the unique combination of factors which
culminate in any given crash injury. It is certain, how-
ever, that crash forces were severe enough to exceed the
capabilities of crewmember protective equipment and/or air-
craft crashworthiness in the accidents which resulted in
major or fatal injuries. The population at risk was consider-
ed to be the total number of aircrewmen aboard the aircraft
involved.* It was assumed, for purposes of this determina-
tion, that each aircrew position was at equal risk. The
populations at risk so derived appear in parentheses beside
the totals in Table I.

Table II indicates the average times of hospitalization
and convalescence required for the various injury types and
their average costs.

TABLE II

CREWMEMBER AVERAGE TREATMENT TIMES AND COSTS

AVG DAYS AVG DAYS AVG TOT AVG COST AVG COST
INJURY HOSP CONV TREATMT FY 69 FY 70
TYPE N TIME TIME TIME $ $

HEAD 14 57 22 79 2,210 2,690

NECK 2 107 21 128 3,777 4,542

BACK 27 45 21 66 1,676 2,044

CHEST 0 0 0 0 0 0

ABDOMEN 0 0 0 0 0 0

UPPER
EXTREM. 6 112 90 202 4,220 5,154

LOWER
EXTREM. 17 106 101 207 3,337 4,667

BURNS 7 93 37 130 Z,605 4,433

TOTAL 73

N = Number of hospital records available for calculation of
averages.

* The apparent discrepancy between numbers of aircraft and

accidents is due to the fact that there were two accidents
involving two aircraft and one involving three aircraft.

7



Although hospital records were requested for each of the
126 injured crewmembers, only 73 were available for the cal-
culation of average times of hospitalization and convales-
cence.

Average actual treatment costs were calculated by multi-
plying the average number of hospital days by the FY 69
average inpatient costs per day of CONUS hospitals. The
average cost per day in a Class II facility was $39 per day,
while in a Class I facility it was $31 per day. The actual
treatment costs are extremely conservative and in some cases
distorted for the fDllowing*reasons:* (1) they do not re-
flect the higher cost of care outside CONUS, especially in
a €onmat zone where many patients received their first care;
(2) they do not reflect the costs of outpatient visits dur-
ing convalescence; (3) the inpatient costs during FY 69 were
unrealistically low due to a shortage of health care person-
nel in Army hospitals combined with a greatly increased in-
patient census.

No adjustment can be made for the combat zone costs and
outpatient costs, but a more realistic cost figure for in-
pat.ient care can be determined. The personnel and patient
load discrepancies were largely corrected during FY 70.
Consequently, Table II contains a column of FY 70 costs
which were derived using the costs of $48 per day in a Class
II facility and $36 per day in a Class I facility. These
costs give some idea of what hospitalization would have cost
had the discrepancy between patient load and hospital per-
sonnel not been so great.

Total treatment times and costs for the different injury
types appear in Table III. These figures are based on the
averages in Table II.

*By Comparison:

The FY 69 overall Army hospital cost per inpatient day
was $31.00, excluding Army physician care costs of $5.00 per
day. A comparable FY 69 figure for civilian hospitalization
was $76.00 per day. 17

8
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TABLE III

CPEWMEMBER TOTAL TREATMENT TIMES AND COSTS

TOT DAYS TOT DAYS TOT DAYS TOT COST TOT CO'T
INJURY HOSP CONV TREATMT FY 69 FY 70

TYPE #INJ TIME TIME TIME $ $

HEAD 25 1,429 548 1,977 55,249 67,255

NECK 3 321 62 383 11,331 13,626

BACK 44 1,973 931 2,904 73,740 89,936

CHEST . 0 0 0 0 0

ABDOMEN 2 0 0 0 0 0

UPPER
EXTREM. 15 1,680 1,350 3,030 63,300 77,310

LOWER,
EXTREM. 28 2,974 2,834 5,808 108,447 130,669

BURNS 8 743 299 1,042 28,843 35,465

TOTALS 126 9,120 6,024 15,144 340,910 414,261

Evacuation costs were calculated using USAF rates for

transportation of injured personnel. 8  Representative charges
include $55 from Saigon, RVN to Yokota, Japan; $101 from Japan
to Travis AFB, California and $133 from Japan to Kelly AFB,
Texas or Andrews AFB, Maryland.

Base pay and flight pay received by crewmambers while ab-
sent from duty during periods of hospitalization .rnd conva-
lescence were considered to be accident costs. The figures
were calculated from FY 69 pay tables. 1 3

In order to keep the cost estimate errors on the conserva-
cive side, it was assumed that personnel returned to flying
duties on the date of discharge to duty, unless there was
definite information to the contrary. Table IV shows the

I9
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various injury types and the dispositions of aviators whcse

injuries disqualified them for further flight duties. With
the exception of the aviator retained on flying status as a
result of waiver recommended by The Surgeon General, physi-
cally disqualified aviators and student aviators were lost
to Arim aYiati6n. These men were either suspended from fly-
ing status and given ground duty assignments or were retired
from the Army for medical reasons.

TABLE IV

DISQUALIFIED AVIATOR DISPOSITIONS IN RELATION TO INJURY TYPES

INJURY # AVIATORS # AVIATORS # SUSPENDED # MEDICALLY
TYPE DISQUAL. WAIVERED FROM FLYING RETIRED

HEAD 3 1 2

UPPER EXTREM. 2 2

LOWER EXTREM. 2 1 1

BURNS 1J 1

TOTALS 8 1 5 2

Table V presents the ranks and replacement costs of the
aviators who were lost to Army aviation because of their in-
juries. Replacement costs were taken from USAARL Report Num-
ber 71-17.

TABLE V

REPLACEMENT COSTS OF INJURED AVIATORS

REPLACEMENT COST # AVIATORS TOTAL COST OF

RANK PER AVIATOR $ LOST REPLACEMENT $

WOC 38,035 1 38,035

2 LT 38,035* °.. 38,035

WO 1 144,076 5 720,380

TOTALS 7 796,450

* This officer was a student pilot. His training cost certainly
exceeded that of a WOC, but because no exact training cost was
available the WOC cost was used.

10



Individuals who have been discharged from the military
services, either as a direct result of their injuries or upon
completion. of obligated service, may apply to the VA for medi-

cal disability compensation. As of April 1971, 18 crewmembers
had applied for VA disability benefits. Through December 1971,
the total amount paid for these claims was $96,600. The pre-
dicted amount to be paid on a yearly basis starting in 1972
and running indefinitely will be $49,400 for currently autho-
rized benefits. This sum will increase if additional indi-
viduals apply for benefits.

Table VI shows the various available costs which contri-
bute to the total crewmember injury cost estimate. It should
be pointed out, however, that other costs are unavailable,
such as the administration costs involved with medical retire-
ments, replacement costs of disqualified crew chiefs and door
gunners, etc. Therefore, the costs presented in Table VI are
extremely conservative and represent only identifiable and
tangible costs for the cases studied.

TABLE VI

CREWMEMBER INJURY COSTS

TREATMENT COSTS FY 69 $ 340,910

EVACUATION COSTS 12,966

PAY COSTS (BASE PAY & FLIGHT PAY ONLY) 188,105

REPLACEMENT COSTS (7 AVIATORS ONLY) 796,450

VA COSTS (THROUGH DEC 1971) 96,600

RETIREMENT COSTS (THROUGH DEC 1971) 7,900

TOTAL $1,442,931

2. Fatality Types and Costs (Crewmembers)

Table VII presents the numbers of crewmember fatalities
in relation to crew duty and accident survivability. Accident

F 11ii



survivability is included for two reasons. First, the crew-
member fatalities which occurred in survivable accidents may
be considered to have been due to injuries which could pos-
sibly have been prevented by improved personal protective
equipment or improved aircraft crashworthy design. Second,
the nonsurvivable accident fatality figures indicate the need
for continued effort to improve aircraft crashworthiness and
to enhance survivability through crash resistant fuel systeivs,
helicopter escape systems, energy attenuating seats and better
fuselage design.

TABLE VII

FATALITIES IN RELATION TO CREW DUTY AND ACCIDENT SURVIVABILITY

NUMBER OF FATALITIES
CREW
DUTY SURVIVABLE PART SURVIVABLE NONSURVIVABLE TOTALS

A.C.* 2 (71) 11 (22) 22 (31) 42 (124)

PILOT** 5 (71) 11 (21) 25 (27) 41 (119)

STU PILOT 0 (0) 1 (2) 2 (2) 3( 4)
OBSERVER

CREW CHIEF 3 (64) 7 (17) 29 (29) 39 (110)

GUNNER 4 (65) 8 (14) 23 (23) 35 (102)

TOTALS 14 (271) 38 (76) 108 (112) 160 (459)

(Numbers in parentheses indicate populations at risk.)
* Includes 7 student pilots
** Includes 5 instructor pilots

Table VIII shows the number of fatalities in relation to
medical causes of death and accident survivability. Head in-
juries are presented separately because it may be possible to
examinie the efficacy of the protective helmet using these
figures. A separate study of the costs of head injuries and
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the association between helmet loss and head injury Is in
progress. The crash force category includes all other fatal
trauma caused by impact. The burns and drowning categories
represent post crash complications. The subject of deaths
in survivable Army aircraft accidents from FY 65 through
FY 69 is covered in detail in a paper by Berner and Sand.18

TABLE VIII

FATALITIES IN RELATION TO CAUSE OF DEATH
AND ACCIDENT SURVIVABILITY

CAUSE OF NUMBER OF FATALITIES
DEATH SURVIVABLE PART SURVIVABLE NONSURVIVABLE TOTALS

HEAD INJURY 5 5* 3 13
CRASH FORCES 3 15 85 103
BURNS 5 15 15 35,

DROWNING 1 3 5 9
TOTALS 14 38 108 160

*One pilot sustained a depressed skull fracture and 50% body'
burns. It was assumed that the head injury occurred first and
hindered escape from.the fire. The other occupant of..the air-craft was able to escape from the fire.

Table IX lists the crewmember fatalitiyes in relation to
rank. Officers, Warrant Officers (WO's) and Chief Warrant
Officers (CWO's) were rated aviators and Warrant Officer Oandi-
dates (WOC's) were student pilots. Enlisted men were crew
chiefs and door gunners.

TABLE IX

CREW.EMBER FATALITIES IN RELATION TO RANK

. RANK PAY GRADE NUMBER OF FATALITIES PER CEN.T OF TOTAL:

M•.JOR 0-4 3
CAPTAIN 0-3 6
1 L'I 0-2 13 *

CWO 2 W-2 10 £

WO 1 W-1 47
WOC E-5 7 '

Total Officers 86 53%
Enlisted men 74 46%

TOTAL CREWMEMBERS 160 100%'

13
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The costs 6f replacii.,j the lost aviators are shown in
Table!X.

S i

*TA8LE X

AVIATOR REPSLACEMENT COSTS

REPIACEMENTCOST
RANK PER AVIATOR NO. AVIATORS TOTAL COST

SI ,

MAJOR '353,167 3 $ 1,059,501* 'I I

WO0C 38,635 ' 7 266,1245

SI

AI TORTAELSCMN COSTS,2647

In oderto assess the total available costs of aviat'or
ifatalitids the f6llowing additional costs were considered:

I S

(1) Funeral costs up'to $1',200 per aviator were paid by
the Army.

(2) Death benefitý equal ito six months basle pay up to a
maximum of $3,000 were.paid by theArmyto the next of kin.
(Other costs, e.g., the salary of the survi6ýor assistafice

* officer and moving costs of the deceased aviator's household
goods ate not con'sidered.) I

.(3) VADeath- and indemnity Compeinsation was bein'g paid
ito the next of ki'n of 41' viator' fatalities as of April 1971.

* The amount paid is based upon thp pay grade of the deceas~ed.
Through December 1971, $212,000 had'been paid to the next cof
kin. 'A pr-ojected yearily amount to be paid indefinitely be-
ginning in Januarý 1972 is $93!.,000. if ' the same &ssumptions
Which were used to predict the VJA and $.SA costs in USAARL

ot IRepokt 71-17 4 are used to calculate !the yearly VA costs for
the aviator f~atalities in the :present study, it 'would be

1,14

' ; I
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expected that 32 claims would result in a cost of $91,472.
Comparing these figures with the actual figures tends to
support the contention that the assumptions would lead to
conservative estimates.

(4) SSA benefits were being paid to the next of kin of
25.aviator fatalities as of April 1971. The amount paid is
based on the individual's Social Security account credits
prior to death. Through December 1971, $154,541 has been
paid to the next of kin. A projected yearly amount to be
paid indefinitely beginning in January 1972 is $77,976.
Based L- the aforementicned assumptions, there should even-
tually be 32 claims amounting to a yearly total of $207,284.
Theoretically, there should be the same number (41) of VA
and SSA claims; but as of April 1971 this was not the case.
This may merely indicate that the processing time for VA
claims was less than that required, for SSA claims. Conse-
quently, the assumptions used in USSARL Report No. 71-174
can neither be validated nor invalidated by the SSA data
presented in this report.

The total available aviator fatality cost calculations
are shown in Table XI.

TABLE XI

TOTAL AVAILABLE COSTS OF AVIATOR FATALITIES

REPLACEMENT COSTS (Table X) $12,226,478

FUNERAL COSTS (86 @ $1,200 ea) 103,200

ARMY DEATH BENEFITS 245,915

VA BENEFITS (Through December 1971) 212,200

SSA BENEFITS (Through December 1971) 154,541

TOTAL $12,942,334

The VA and SSA costs will be continuing at their present
rate, unless increased by Congress, until the widows remarry
and/or their children reach age 22.

15
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The enlisted crewmember fatality costs were taiten from
DA Circular 385-16.1 It must be reiterated that these figures
are only approximations based on Army wide cost averages.
Table XII presents the calculated cost of crewmemiker Zataii-
ties.

TABLE XII

TOTAL AVAILABLE, COST OF CREWN7MEMBER FATALITIES

AVIATOR COSTS (Table XI) $12,942,334

ENLISTED CREWMEMBER COSTS
(74 Enlisted Men @ $42,400 per man) 3,137,600

TOTAL $16,079,934

B. Passengers

1. Injury Types and Costs:

During FY 69, there were 546 UH-1 accidents reported to
USAAAVS; 34 passengers sustained major injuries and 67 pas-
sengers were killed in 40 of these accidents. Table XIII
presents the distribution of injury types. Back injuries
were agair. the most common type of injury. The epidemiology
of back injuries is influenced by a number of variables, in-
cluding, but not limited to, the restraint system and the
impact energy absorbing qualities of the seat. Passengers
and enlisted crewmembers share the same type of restraint
and the same type of seat. Aircraft commanders and pilots
have an entirely different restraint system and a different
type of seat. For this reason the per cent figures for back
injuries in Tables I and XIII are not comparable.

TABLE XIII

PASSENGER INJURIES BY TYPE

INJURY # PASSENGERS
TYPE INJURED PER CENT

HEAD 5 15

NECK 3 9

BACK 9 26

CHEST 1 3

ABDOMEN 2 6

UPPER EXTREM. 4 12

LOWER EXTREM. 7 21

BURNS 3 9

TOTALS 34 (142)* 100%

* Number in parentheses indicates population at risk.
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I
Table XIVV indicates the average ti-mes of hospitalization

and convalescence required for-the. various injury types andtheir a4ýerag~e costs. The method used to calculate t'he co'sts-
in Table II was also used for Table XIV.

TABLE XIV

PASSENGER AVERAGE TREATMENT TIMES AND COSTS

AVG DAYS AVG DAYS AVG TOT AVG COST AVG COST
INJURY N, HOSP CONV TREATMT FY 69 FY 70

TYPE TIME TIME TIME $ $

HEAD 1 14 0 14 546 672

NECK 1 92 10 t.02 3,588 4,416

BACK 5 o77 47 124 4,041 4,966

CHEST 0 0 0 0 0 0

ABDOMEN 1 59 0 59 2,301 2,832

UPPER
EXTREM. 3 71 26 97 2,647 3,228

LOWER,
EXTREM. 2 58 116 174 2,098 2,538

BURNS 3 217 29 246 8,476 10,432

TOTAL 16

17
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Total, treatmeht times and costs for' the different injury
types appear 'in Table XV. These figures are based on the
average iin -,table XIV.

TABLE XV

PASSENGER TOTAL TREATMENT TIMES AND COSTS

TOT DAYS TOT DAYS TOT DAYS TOT COST TOT COST
INJURY HOSP CONV TREATMT FY 69 FY 70
TYPE #INJ TIME TIME TIME. $ $

:HEAD 5 70 0 70 2,730 3,360

14ECK 3 276 30 306 10,764 13,248

BACK 9 692 424 1,116 36,370 44,692

CHEST 1 0 0 0 0 0

ABDOMEN 2 118 0 118 4,602 5,664

UPPER
EXTREM. 4 283 103 386 10,587 12,912

,LOWER

EXTREM. 7 406 811 1,217 14,686 17,766

BURNS 3 652 88 740 25,428 31,926

TOTALS 34 2,497 1,456 3,953 105,167 128,938

As of April 1971, 12 passengers had applied for VA dis-
ability bernefits. Through December 1971, the total amount
paid for these claims was $29,300. The predicted amount to
be paid on a yearly basis starting in 1972 and running in-
definitely will be $16,500 for currently authorized benefits.
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Passenger injury costs are summarized in Table XVI,

TABLE XVI

PASSENGER INJURY COSTS

TREATMENT COSTS FY 69 $128,938

EVACUATION COSTS 3,389

PAY COSTS (BASE PAY ONLY) 40,538

REPLACEMENT COSTS Unavailable

VA COSTS (THRU DEC 1971) 29,300

RETIREMENT COSTS (THRU DEC 1971) 0

TOTAL $202,165

2. Fatality Types and Costs (Passengers)
Table XVII shows the number of fatalities in relation

to medical causes of death and accident survivability.

TABLE XVII

FATALITIES IN RELATION TO CAUSE OF DEATH
AND ACCIDENT SURVIVABILITY

CAUSE OF NUMBER OF FATALITIES
DEATH SURVIVABLE PART SURVIVABLE NONSURVIVABLE TOTALS

HEAD INJURY 4 3 0 7

CRASH FORCES 3 8 24 35

BURNS 5 15 2 22

DROWNING 1 0 2 3

TOTALS 13 (65)* 26 (43) 28 (34) 67 (142)

* Numbers in parentheses indicate the populations at risk.
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T Using DACircular 385-16,1 the estimated total cost of
passenger fatalities was $2,840,800 (67 fatalities @ $42,400
per fatality).

C. Summary

A total of 129 of the 546 major and minor UH-I accidents
which occurred during FY 69 resulted in major or fatal in-
juries of crewmembers and/or passengers. Table XVIII pre-
sents the hardware costs of the UH-I aircraft involved in
those accidents.

TABLE XVIII

HARDWARE COSTS OF FY 69 UH-I ACCIDENTS STUDIED

Cost of 80 UH-l's in 78 survivable accidents $16,726,900

Cost of 22 UH-l's in 22 part. survivable accidents 5,243,600

Cost of 31 UH-l's in 29 nonsurvivable accidents 7,392,200

TOTAL $29,362, 700

Average hardware cost of a survivable accident $214,447

Average hardware cost of a part. survivable accident $238,345

Average hardware cost of a nonsurvivable accident $254,903
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Table XIl presents, the minimum personnel costs of the

FY 69 UH-1 accidents.

TABLE XIX

PERSONNEL COSTS OF FY 69 UH-I ACCIDENTS-

Cost'of 72 injured aviators $1,120,221

(includes student pilots)

Cost 54 injured enlisted crewmembers 322,710

Cost 34 injured passengers 202,165

Subtotal $1,645,096

Cost of 86 aviator fatalities $12,942,334

(includes student pilots)

Cost of 74 enlisted crewmembers 3,137,600
fatalities

Cost of 67 passenger fatalities 2,840,800

Subtotal $18,920,734

ITOTAL PERSONNEL COST ESTIMATE $20,565,830

Average cost of an injured aviator $ 15,559

Average cost of an injured enlisted 5,976

crewmember

Average cost of an injured passenger 5,946

Average cost of an aviator fatality 150,492

Average cost of an enlisted crewmerriber 42,400
fatality

Average cost of a passenger fatality $ 42,400

21
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Table XX shows the number of injuries and fatalities in
relation to accident survivability.

TABLE XX

INJURIES AND DEATHS IN RELATION TO ACCIDENT SURVIVABILITY

ACCIDENT TYPE
PERSONNEL SURVIVABLE PART. SURVIVABLE NONSURVIVABLE TOCTALS

AVIATORS:* (142) (45) (60) (247)
No. Injured 57 13 2 72
No. Killed 7 23 56 86

ENLISTED (129) (31) (52) (212)
CREMqEMBERS:

No. Injured 42 12 0 54
No. Killed 7 15 52 74

PASSENGERS: (65) (43) (34) (142)
No. Injured 20 10 4 34
No. Killed 13 26 28 67

(Numbers in parentheses indicate populations at risk.)
*:Includes student pilots.

The magnitude of the personnel costs may be more clearly
demonstrated by calculating average costs based on figures
contained in Tables XVIII, XIX and XX. For example, using
the injury and fatality figures for aviators and survivable
accidents:

57 injuries ÷78 accidents =
0.73 injuries/acc X $ 15,559/injury = $ii,358/acc

7 fatalities + 78 accidents =
0.08 fatalities/acc X $150,492/fatality = $12,039/acc

iV IATOR PERSONNEL COST PER SURVIVABLE ACCIDENT = $23,397

If similar calculations are performed for the other cat-
egories of personnel and accidents, the results shown in
Figure 1 are obtained. -
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SURVIVA___

HARDWARE COST j $214,447

PERSONNEL COST $ 33,227
AVIATOR I $23,317

ENL CREWMEMBER 1$6F,55$
PASSENGER $ 3.71

SPARTIALLY
F ALL7 '

URVIVABLE _

HARDWARE COST 23U45

PERSONNEL COST $250A51
AVIATOR $115,102

ENL CREWMEMBER $32,053
PASSENGER i i $ 52,708

NONSURVIVABLE

HARDWARE COST . $254,903
PERSONNEL COST i1$408,757

AVIATOR \ $ 211,394
ENL CREWMEMBER $ 15A31
PASSENGER 141,477

L_ - I I I I i I .I I I ! I I I

a 40 30 130 200 240 280 420
DOLLARS X 1,0O0

FIGURE 1

AVERAGE HARDWARE AND PERSONNEL COSTS
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While there was a large hardware economic loss
in Army UH-l accidents during FY 69, the minimum
personnel costs of a nonsurvivalle accident were
almost twice the hardware cost!

Since the costs presented were computed by the least ex-
pensive method using only identifiable and available costs,
the actual personnel costs are undoubtedly greater than
those described in this study. Many of the other cost fac-
tors associated with FY 69 UH-I accidents can be measured
and would have been included if the figures had only been
available. Table XXI lists some of these cost factors.
Neither the human suffering resulting from an accident, nor
the loss of tho all important experience factor can be mea-
suied monetarily. Money cannot recompense the psychological
trauma of an amputa1-ion or the grief of the loss of a husband
or father.

TABLE XXI

COST FACTORS NOT INCLUDED

Costs of search and rescue or recovery operations, such as
"Flajiron"

Crewmember and passenger minor injury costs
Costs of visits made by convalescent patients to outpatient

clinics
Salaries of crewmembers discharged to duty but temporarily

unable to fly
Replacement costs of medically retired passengers and enlisted

crewmembers
Payment to next of kin for up to 60 days of deceased aviator's

accrued leave
Administrative costs of'processing VA claims
Administrative costs of processing SSA claims
Administrative costs of retirement of disabled personnel
Salaries of survival assistance officers
Costs of transporting dependents of deceased personnel
Costs of transporting household goods of deceased personnel

With the rapidly rising trend in replacement training costs
and medical treatment costs, the personnel costs of future ac-
cidents will certainly become an even larger portion of overall
accident costs.
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CONCLUSION

A study of the personnel costs of injuries and fatalities
which occurred in Army UH-I accidents during FY 69 has been
presented. There were 129 accidents involving 160 individudls
with major injuries and 227 fatalities. The total treatment
time for thr 160 injured individuals was 19,097 days. When
considered on the basi's of a 246 day work year, the total
treatment time equaled 77.6 work years! The total hardware
cost of these accidents was $29,362,700 compared with an
estimated total personnel cost of $20,565,830. This person-
nel cost is not implied to represent the actual personnel
cost because the costs presented were calculated using the
least expensive method.

Although it may seem callous to place dollar values on
human life and well being, it is nonetheless a fact that de-
cisions which influence safety, aircraft design, personnel
management, etc., are often based upon economic factors. The
application of current bioengineering technology and crash-
worthy aircraft systems design concepts would certainly lead
to a reduction of fatality rates in Army aircraft accidents.
Likewise, many injuries would be less severe or prevented
completely. Such improvements as better personal protective
equipment, better seat and airframe design to attenuate crash
forces and crashworthy fuel cells to decrease the occurrence
of post crash fires can be shown to be cost effective through
the use of human cost figures. It is therefore essential
that the costs of prev-ntable injuries and deaths be consider-
ed in cost effectiveness studies used to make decisions which
will influence the safety and welfare of the occupants of
Army aircraft.
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